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Abstract: Are combatants from insurgent and counterinsurgent groups the same people? 

Evidence suggests that they go through different war experiences and socialization 

processes and may also behave differently after demobilization. In this study, we 

demonstrate that members of guerrilla and paramilitary groups in Colombia were already 

driven by clearly distinguishable motivations in their decision to join the respective groups, 

beyond contextual constraints. This implies that the insurgent-counterinsurgent cleavage 

does not only stem from macro-level conditions, but is also situated in the minds of 

potential recruits since before they join. Our analysis is based on a systematic integration of 

relevant hypotheses extracted from earlier studies and a validation of their findings with a 

survey database of 1,485 ex-combatants in Colombia.  
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Introduction 

Many internal conflicts share the following characteristics: government forces fight 

insurgents, and irregular counterinsurgent groups, pro-government militias, or 

paramilitaries then attack insurgents back. Those who join the counterinsurgent and 

insurgent groups are usually young, poor men. Could we even say that they are 

basically the same people, despite the many local nuances that complexify each instance 

of internal conflict?  

While existing works hint at important considerations of cleavages, tactical 

variance, and network formation (Beckett 2001; Berger and Borer 2009; Joes 2006), 

due to methodological constraints side-by-side case study comparisons can only suggest 

rather than prove a comprehensive accounting of the contrasts between insurgents and 

counterinsurgents. These descriptions also tend to be confined to macro and meso 

levels, in which differentiation factors are analyzed in terms of war dynamics and group 

strategies in countries like Zimbabwe, El Salvador, Peru and Iraq (Kesby 1996; Koc-

Menard 2007; Lungo Uclés 1996; Pampinella 2012). There are few studies in which a 

micro-level comparison between members of rival illegal factions has been undertaken. 

Mason (1996), for example, takes a formal model approach to attempt generalizable 

conclusions, while Humphreys and Weinstein (2008) offer a context-embedded analysis 

of Sierra Leone’s former members of antagonistic armed groups. Interestingly enough, 

micro-level comparisons are most abundant for the Colombian case. Here, previous 

literature suggests that there are differences in guerrillas versus paramilitaries 

demographics (Gutiérrez Sanín 2008), motivations for joining (Arjona and Kalyvas 

2011), socialization processes within their groups (Ugarriza and Craig 2013), reasons 

and modalities for demobilizing (Villegas 2009) and post-conflict reintegration 

processes (Ribetti 2009). 
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However, while all the studies mentioned above make important contributions to 

the question of insurgent versus counterinsurgent differences, the complexities of 

investigating and generalizing findings around this topic confound methodological and 

theoretical attempts to provide a comprehensive understanding. Most of the studies rely 

on interviews and surveys with former combatants. Data on this individual level of 

analysis is affected by systematic bias, selection problems, retrospective story-telling 

and blunt lying (see Kalyvas 2006, 100). A potential way out of these seemingly 

insurmountable obstacles for empirical research is a wider integration of methods and 

theories.  

We therefore propose a systematic synthesis of findings from earlier studies by 

first extracting their relevant hypotheses and second validating them externally with a 

Reference Database (see below): The relevant selected hypotheses are contained within 

a single national context, since each conflict context and recruitment strategies of non-

state armed groups in different countries are difficult to generalize. Here, we will cull 

our hypotheses from existing studies based on the Colombian case. This case provides 

several advantages: First, Colombia is a case with a long-term presence of antagonistic 

illegal non-state armed groups. Second, our integrative approach finds fertile soil in 

Colombia since we can build on ten studies that directly address our research question 

drawing from different theoretical strands and leveraged different methods of 

investigation. Five of them deal specifically with factors that differentiate insurgents 

from counterinsurgents, and the remainder address reasons for joining either one of the 

sides. All ten studies are used to define a list of hypotheses that have found prior 

empirical support. We have chosen to focus on hypotheses about motivations, rather 

than on organizational socialization processes, war experiences and demobilization and 

reintegration dynamics because we are interested in the mindset of would-be recruits 
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before they engage in one or the other group. The other mentioned sources of 

differentiation are related to group dynamics and shared experiences that not 

surprisingly shape differences across groups. 

After extracting relevant hypotheses, we conduct a logit confirmatory analysis for 

factors that can be attributed to pre-enlistment conditions, in order to select the most 

robust ones. For this procedure, we use a Reference Database that consists of randomly 

sampled data from a survey of 1,485 former paramilitaries and insurgents. This database 

has several advantages over existing data, while it shares some of their limitations and 

problems. The sample is close to representative of the population of demobilized 

combatants participating in the reintegration program in 2008 (about 30,000 ex-

combatants). Also, the survey asked about a series of issues related to the ex-

combatants’ pre-war, during war and post-war experiences and attitudes, covering a 

range of topics unprecedented in previous data collection efforts. This broad inclusion 

of relevant themes allows for testing a wide range of theories. 

We conclude with our results and a discussion of whether pre-recruitment 

conditions determine the difference between insurgents and counterinsurgents, or 

whether the recruitment strategies of each group and experiences during their 

participation in the group offer a more plausible explanation for encountered 

differences. Our novel integrative approach and successive findings advance the 

reliability, validity, and comprehensiveness of our understanding of individual 

differences between insurgents and counterinsurgents in conflict settings, and help to 

resolve disparate findings in existing literature.  

In the Colombian case, the two most important guerrilla groups in the early 21
st
 

century are the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) and the National 

Liberation Army (ELN). Both are communist insurgencies and were founded in the 
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early 1960s (see Pizarro Leongómez 2011; Medina 1996). While the FARC has been 

the main threat to national security—especially during the late 1990s and the early 

2000s when they controlled extensive areas of the Colombian territory, the ELN has 

been less important militarily, but still dominant in certain stronghold regions. Although 

several smaller guerrilla groups demobilized in the first half of the 1990s (among them 

a dissident group of the ELN), both the FARC and the ELN have experienced frustrated 

negotiation attempts with national governments. Since the 1980s, the government has 

offered benefits to guerrilla members who desert from their organization. This policy 

was strategically emphasized and provided with large resources between 2002 and 

2010, when about 20,000 guerrilla combatants individually demobilized. According to 

estimates by the Colombian Armed Forces in 2012, the FARC still had about 8,000 and 

the ELN about 2,000 members in arms. 

Paramilitary groups were the other major illegal armed actors in the history of the 

Colombian conflict. They emerged largely in the 1980s in several rural areas as a 

reaction to the increasing dominance of guerrilla groups. The formation of these groups 

has been related to large landowners and drug-traffickers since its beginnings, and parts 

of the government and the military have collaborated with paramilitary groups or at 

least tolerated them at various times (Romero 2003). It is a matter of debate if these 

paramilitary groups were pure counterinsurgents, local warlords (Duncan 2006), or 

disguised drug-traffickers (Cubides 2005). However, they were an important antagonist 

of guerrilla groups in the Colombian conflict and we thus label them as 

counterinsurgents for our research purposes.
2
 In 1997, an effort to convert the regionally 

fragmented paramilitary groups into a national organization led to the creation of an 

umbrella organization called United Self-Defense Forces of Colombia (AUC). The 

                                                                 
2
 In the remainder of this paper, we use the terms paramilitary and counterinsurgency, as well as guerrilla 

and insurgency interchangeably. 
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AUC were the main group responsible for massacres and other crimes against humanity 

in the years following (CNMH 2013). After negotiations with the government, the AUC 

demobilized their armed structures between 2003 and 2006 (Nussio 2011a). Criminal 

groups, sometimes referred to as neoparamilitaries, have inherited some of their 

“businesses,” especially the drug trade (see Granada, Restrepo, and Tobón 2009). 

 

Reasons for joining non-state armed groups 

As stated in the introduction, research about the wider question of reasons for 

joining non-state armed groups is extremely challenging. Not surprisingly, a series of 

diverse empirical strategies relying on different types of evidence have been employed 

to counterbalance its inherent difficulties (for an extended overview, see Blattman and 

Miguel 2010, 32–35).  

Most recent studies by political scientists and economists have employed 

aggregate level data to uncover reasons for joining. Collier and Hoeffler (1998; 2004), 

Fearon and Laitin (2003) and more recently Boix (2008) are examples of scholars who 

have used cross-country data, much like in the wider causes of conflict literature, to 

infer motivations of armed groups and individuals. A series of studies on subnational 

entities has followed the cross-country studies—their dependent variables mostly 

represent conflict activity or insurgent violence (see for example Berman et al. 2011; 

Dube and Vargas 2008; Regan and Norton 2005; Vadlamannati 2011). However, 

inferences from aggregate level data to individual behavior are problematic. Several 

rival theories for individual action may be consistent with findings on the aggregate 

level. Also, this literature tends to identify somewhat static and homogeneous 

motivational theories for entire armed groups. Nevertheless, these studies have made 
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important contributions to the understanding of opportunity structures for participation 

in armed groups. 

Another branch of studies has based their empirical analysis on individual level 

data. Recently, surveys comparing combatants with non-combatants (Humphreys and 

Weinstein 2008) and comparing combatants across different armed groups—insurgents 

versus counterinsurgents (Arjona and Kalyvas 2011)—have been conducted. By using 

ex-combatants as respondents, they are effective in unveiling variation across 

individuals and testing some of the theories developed on aggregate levels of analysis 

with more fine-grained data. However, they suffer from the same problems as does any 

retrospective survey (see below section on Empirical Data): reasons for joining might 

shift in retrospective narrative accounts, respondents might have incentives to lie to 

make their past actions look better, only survivors are selected for the surveys, which 

leads to systematic error, and complex decision processes can hardly be accounted for 

with mostly closed-ended survey questions (see Blattman and Miguel 2010; White 

2007). Some of these difficulties can be overcome by qualitative and mixed research 

strategies, which have been employed in recent research on participation in war (see for 

example Bosi 2012; Jonsson Forthcoming; Kalyvas and Kocher 2007; Theidon 2007; 

Wood 2003). However, just like in survey studies, they run the risk of imputing at face 

value desires as articulated by interviewees. 

We take a broader approach to war motivations than existing studies, increasing 

the robustness of previous findings by systematically integrating and validating prior 

theories about factors differentiating insurgents’ reasons for joining non-state armed 

groups from those of counterinsurgents.  
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a) Theories about joining armed groups 

In order to allow for a systematic integration of the Colombian contributions into 

the wider literature of reasons for joining non-state armed groups3, we identify at least 

five distinctive sets of theories related each one to one central “background concept”4 

(Adcock and Collier 2001): grievances, selective incentives, networks, private desires 

and coercion.5 Since our typology is based on sometimes contradictory theories with 

overlapping boundaries, the following categories cannot be mutually exclusive (Collier, 

LaPorte, and Seawright 2012). Rather, similar theories are grouped into the same 

category which may result in somewhat blurry categories, corresponding to a family 

resemblance understanding (Collier and Mahon 1993; Wittgenstein 2003). It is 

important to be cautious about the individual contribution of each theory to the 

understanding of reasons for joining armed groups, since “both joining a rebel army and 

collaboration with it result from variable and complex sets of heterogeneous and 

interacting motivations” (Kalyvas 2006, 95). 

Grievances: Theories formed around the concept of grievance have been most 

salient in the early literature on social revolution and guerrilla movements (see for 

example Davies 1962; Gurr 1970; Paige 1975; Scott 1976; Wickham-Crowley 1992), 

not on counterinsurgents. The common supposition of these theories is that members of 

certain social groups (typically poor urban classes, landless peasants or ethnic minority 

groups) who feel mainly economically, but also socially and politically disadvantaged 

may be discontent and develop frustration to the point that they seek violent means of 

change. Relative deprivation (the mismatch between expectations and actual 

achievement) is the fundamental mechanism driving decision-making for the above 

                                                                 
3
 The wider literature does often not distinguish between theories about insurgencies and pro-government 

militias. 
4
 Systematized concepts and indicators will be introduced in the subsequent sections. 

5
 For alternative overviews, see Blattman and Miguel (2010), Humphreys and Weinstein (2008), Justino 

(2009), Kalyvas (2006, especially 95-104), Ohlson (2008). 
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cited grievance theorists. Most proponents of this theory focus on the opportunity 

dimension of their argument: the social and economic position determines participation 

in revolutions and armed groups. 

Selective incentives: Another set of theories is based on rationalist accounts of 

individual behavior and the related collective action problem (Olson 1965). According 

to the collective action problem, it is irrational to voluntarily participate in such a risky 

enterprise as an insurgency with the aim of achieving some public good. The logically 

following question is why someone would choose to rebel as opposed to free-ride. 

Some authors propose selective incentives as a way out of the collective action problem 

(Lichbach 1995). Selective incentives include mostly economic incentives like money, 

the opportunity to loot, or access to land, as stated by greed theorists (Collier and 

Hoeffler 1998; Collier and Hoeffler 2004; see also Grossman 2002; Keen 2000; 

Weinstein 2007). Humphreys and Weinstein (2008, 441) call the mentioned economic 

incentives “pull factors”. However, selective incentives might also push people into 

armed groups. Kalyvas and Kocher (2007; see also Goodwin 2001), for instance, argue 

that in a civil war context, it might be safer to be in a group than outside of it. These 

pull and push selective incentives are relevant for both insurgent and counterinsurgent 

groups (Kalyvas 2006, 95–98). 

Networks: The collective action problem might also be overcome by strong 

community ties, primary group cohesion, peer pressure, and social sanctions (Kalyvas 

2006; Petersen 2001; Scott 1976; Taylor 1988). Although this argument can be linked to 

the addressing of the collective action problem, it could also be recast as a necessary 

condition for participation in armed groups: Without networks and contacts within 

armed groups, there are no opportunities to become involved with them.  Here we see 

one instance in which the boundaries between these strands of theories are blurred, in 
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that opportunity plays an important mechanistic role both for individuals who may join 

to address articulated grievances and those who may join because they had the socially 

situated opportunity to do so. An intimately local perspective on armed group 

participation is key to the understanding of this mechanism (Kalyvas 2003). The social 

networks are often family-based (Hart 1999; Roldán 2002; for many more examples, 

see Kalyvas 2006, 95) and a gradual slipping into the group might be as common as a 

conscious decision of joining (Horton 1999). In the context of Sierra Leone, for 

example, community strength is found to be more important for the community 

defending counterinsurgent groups than for insurgencies (Humphreys and Weinstein 

2008, 450). 

Private desires: Several ethnographic studies have encountered another type of 

reasons for joining, such as the expected adventure and excitement that an armed life 

implies, the possibility for revenge against previous aggressors, and the reputation, 

status and lifestyle that result from carrying a gun and from membership in an important 

armed group (Tezcür 2010; Theidon 2009; Villegas 2009; for additional examples, see 

Kalyvas 2006, 96–7). Wood (2003) proposes a similar set of ideas in response to the 

“insurgent collective action problem.” She identifies emotional and moral motives 

related to the pleasure of agency as reasons for joining. Not surprisingly, a common 

assumption in this theory is that the reasons for joining are encountered in the identity-

based micro-world of each individual. From a rationalist perspective, such sentiments 

may be seen as “goods of inherent value that individuals consume by fighting” 

(Blattman and Miguel 2010, 15). Theoretically, both insurgent and counterinsurgent 

groups can provide the necessary environment to act out these desires.  

Coercion: A final set of theories states that armed groups use forcible recruitment 

to resolve the collective action problem (Blattman and Annan 2010; Gates 2002; 
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Humphreys and Weinstein 2008). Depending on different contexts, this strategy has 

been employed by both insurgent and counterinsurgent groups (Kalyvas 2006, 96, 98). 

 

b) Differentiating insurgents and counterinsurgents: an integrative approach 

Our attempt at knowledge accumulation in the field of differentiating insurgents from 

counterinsurgents is based on a series of studies conducted for the Colombian case. The 

presence of both insurgent and counterinsurgent non-state armed groups in Colombia 

over an extended period of time has attracted a lot of scholarly attention. We have 

identified ten studies that deal with the question of reasons for joining.6 We draw from 

this wealth of research a set of hypotheses and identify which of the five strands of 

theories mentioned above are relevant to each (Table 1); the analysis reveals that all five 

strands are accounted for across the ten studies.  

Table 1: Colombian studies about reasons for joining armed groups 
 

Authors Grievance 
Selective 

Incentives 
Networks Coercion 

Private 

desires 

Type of evidence 

Arjona and Kalyvas 

(2009) 
x x x     

Survey (N=732) 

Gutierrez (2008)   x   x x Mixed data 

Villegas (2010) x x     x Survey (N=682) 

DNP (2010) x x x x x 
Survey 

(N=1878) 

Theidon and 

Betancourt (2006) 
x x x x   

Survey (N=112) 

and interviews 

Ribetti (2007) x x     x 
Interviews 

(N=15) 

Florez-Morris 

(2007) 
x   x x   

Interviews 

(N=42) 

Jonsson (2012) x x x x x Mixed data 

Pinto, Vergara and 

Lahuerta (2002)  
  x   x x 

Survey (N=316) 

Nussio (2012) x x   x x 
Interviews 

(N=62) 

 

                                                                 

6 We exclude wider literature on insurgencies (Ferro and Uribe 2002; Medina 2008; Medina 1996; 

Pizarro Leongómez 2011) and the paramilitaries (Duncan 2006; Romero 2003) with an organizational 

focus and where cursory individual-level analysis is based on anecdotal evidence. Also, we exclude a 

study that focuses only on female guerrilla members (Moreno, Carmona, and Tobón 2010). 
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Among the ten studies, we identified five in which the authors compared—either 

by qualitative or quantitative means—guerrillas’ and paramilitaries’ motivations for 

joining their respective groups.
7
 Results from these studies provide the primary set of 

hypotheses for our validation analysis. We then leverage a set of five studies comprising 

only would-be guerrillas or paramilitaries to identify potentially relevant reasons for 

joining armed groups.
8
 

 

c) Synthesized hypotheses 

We have reformulated all of the findings of the above-mentioned studies into testable 

hypotheses according to the main theories of reasons for joining (additional socio-

demographic characteristics will be included in the analysis as control variables). 

Interestingly, while some of the encountered hypotheses are almost identical, others 

stand in clear contradiction to one another. Hence, replication tests will unify and 

resolve existing findings, allowing us to move towards a more unified understanding of 

why individuals may join insurgent or counterinsurgent groups. Hypotheses are stated at 

the level of systematized concepts (and grouped according to the background concepts 

identified above; indicators for each hypothesis can be found in the Appendix), in order 

to enhance the comparability of indicators used in the original study and those to be 

used in this paper: 

1. Grievances: 

Hypothesis1.1: Ex-paramilitary respondents should more frequently cite material needs as 

reasons for joining armed groups, than ex-guerrilla respondents. 

Hypothesis1.2: Ex-guerrilla respondents should more frequently cite ideological reasons for 

joining armed groups, than ex-paramilitary respondents. 

 

                                                                 
7
 Arjona and Kalyvas (2009; see also Arjona and Kalyvas 2011), Gutiérrez (2008), Villegas (2009), 

National Planning Department – DNP (2010), Theidon and Betancourt (2006). 
8
 Ribetti (2007), Florez-Morris (2007), Jonsson (Forthcoming), Pinto, Vergara and Lahuerta (2002), 

Nussio (2012). 
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2. Selective incentives: 

Hypothesis2.1: Ex-paramilitary respondents should more frequently cite material incentives9 

as reasons for joining armed groups, than ex-guerrilla respondents. 

Hypothesis2.2: Ex-guerrilla respondents should more frequently cite security issues as 

reasons for joining armed groups, than ex-paramilitary respondents. 

3. Networks: 

Hypothesis3.1a: Ex-paramilitary respondents should report to have lived in AUC-influenced 

areas in a higher frequency than ex-guerrilla respondents. 

Hypothesis3.1b: Ex-guerrilla respondents should report to have lived in guerrilla-influenced 

areas in a higher frequency than ex-paramilitary respondents. 

Hypothesis3.2: Ex-guerrillas should cite more frequently their family ties with other 

combatants as a motivation to join their armed group than ex-paramilitaries. 

4. Private desires: 

Hypothesis4.1: Both ex-paramilitary and ex-guerrilla respondents should equally report 

retaliation as a reason to join armed groups. 

Hypothesis4.2: Ex-paramilitary and ex-guerrilla respondents should respond differently to 

questions about entry-motivations related to allure for weapons/adventure. 

5. Coercion: 

Hypothesis5: Ex-guerrilla respondents should report more frequently forced recruitment 

than ex-paramilitary. 

 

Empirical data 

We will use a Reference Database (RD) in order to conduct the validation analysis 

of the mentioned hypotheses. This database was built on 1,485 surveys applied to 

former guerrillas and paramilitaries between February 5, 2008 and May 31, 2008, under 

the auspices of the Fundación Ideas para la Paz (FIP). While its major strength is the 

random selection of the sample, in comparison with other surveys applied to the ex-

combatant population, a number of methodological limitations are also noteworthy, 

which we discuss further below. 

                                                                 

9 By material incentives, we mean any offerings of a material nature as a benefit for recruitment (salary, 

land etc.), while material needs (mentioned in hypothesis 1.1) refer to the lack of some essential need 

before recruitment (like adequate housing, food etc.). 
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Out of 55,307 demobilized ex-combatants between August 2002 and December 

2012, only 32,849 were actively participating in the reintegration program at the end of 

2012.
10

 Some of those not participating were deceased, migrated, had been imprisoned, 

or simply decided to not join the program and thus remained anonymous (Nussio 

2011b). As a result, the RD sampling drew randomly only from those actively 

reintegrating participants, which in 2008 amounted to 31,585 people. As such, this may 

not be representative of the entire population of 48,365 individuals who originally laid 

down their arms between 2002 and August 2008. 

There is an additional challenge with identification that is a persistent concern in 

nearly all contexts hosting ex-combatants: an undetermined number of participants in 

the official demobilization process might have never actually been part of the armed 

groups. The degree of difficulty this challenge poses is directly in line with the State’s 

capacity to filter impostors. It has been argued that Colombia’s reintegration program is 

far from immune to this practice, but comparatively better equipped to prevent 

fraudulent claims than are some others (Nussio 2011a). 

While the sample is almost representative of the population of reintegrating ex-

combatants, the sample is not representative of the members of insurgent and 

counterinsurgent groups. For the case of the AUC, the sample is close to representative, 

since the AUC participated in a collective process where all its members were called to 

demobilize. For the case of the insurgent groups, the situation is different. The 

demobilized insurgents left their groups individually risking to be killed as traitors. 

They may thus be systematically different from the current members of the FARC and 

the ELN. However, it is not clear how this systematic difference relates to some of our 

main hypotheses, since we focus on reasons for joining and not for leaving the groups. 

                                                                 
10

 Numbers in this section are according to information provided by the Colombian Reintegration Agency 

(ACR). 
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For example, it is common to hear from deserters that they made their decision because 

their group betrayed its communist ideals (Anaya 2007). This might speak to a 

heightened ideological affinity. However, it is also plausible to believe that non-

ideologized recruits are less attached to their groups and thus more prone to leave. 

Similarly, with respect to forcible recruitment, two different mechanisms are worth 

considering. On the one hand, those who choose recruitment, when faced with a 

potentially life-threatening recruitment “offer,” may also choose staying in the group, 

when leaving implies a similarly life-threatening situation. On the other hand, forcible 

recruits might be particularly resentful and thus more prone to abandon their group than 

would other insurgents. In sum, available data are insufficient to address the selection 

problems, especially for insurgents. However, since this study systematically adds 

findings to earlier results, the inherent biases are less limiting. We delineate the various 

selection biases below in order to frame the subsequent discussion of our findings.  

Most research on individual level determinants for joining armed groups relies on 

some type of retrospective data, to which several sources of bias apply (see also 

Kalyvas 2006, 100). Generally speaking, ex-combatants are a difficult population to 

interview: fear of discrimination, a desire to avoid public appearance, and anxiety due to 

security threats may reduce willingness to participate in academic investigations. The 

enumeration process of this survey was designed to mitigate ex-combatants’ concerns. 

Other sources of bias relate to cognitive dissonance and narrative remembrance of past 

experiences (White 2007). In accordance with these potential biases, we might say that 

the question we really ask in a survey questionnaire is: “Which of the following options 

for joining an armed group is most consonant with the personal narrative view you hold 

of yourself today?” The answer to this question is not necessarily related to what we are 
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really interested in, namely the reasons for joining back then, but rather to the current 

narrative self-construction of the respondent.  

Retrospective surveys and other types of interview methods are still useful for 

finding answers to our original research question, in at least three ways. First, even if 

retrospective answers are highly biased, they may still be indicators of a lived 

experience. Among all the options a person has for narrative reconstruction, we believe 

the actual past is the most probable option to be chosen. Second, retrospective answers 

might have an important value for today. Ex-combatants are our preferred interview 

partners for identifying reasons for joining armed groups. What is important for them 

today might be crucial knowledge for reintegration and reconciliation efforts in post-

conflict societies. Ex-combatants who say that they entered an armed group because of 

ideology might behave differently in the present than people who say they entered for 

money (Nussio 2012), offering insight into policy design and implementation 

discussions. Third, we have to differentiate between more or less narrative-prone 

indicators. Although we cannot say that with any precision, it seems intuitive that a 

person reporting the material of the walls in a house he lived some years ago (an 

indicator of grievance) will be less prone to lie, unconsciously distort reality, or not 

remember things correctly, than a person asked if he joined the armed group out of 

ideological reasons (see also Gutiérrez Sanín 2008; Kalyvas 2006). We consider these 

potential sources of bias further in the next section. 

Observations in the RD come from 846 former AUC members, 472 ex-Farc, 119 

ex-ELN, and 36 demobilized individuals who were members of smaller guerrilla 

groups. About 15 per cent from them are women. They each were interviewed for about 

two hours about their experiences before, during, and after being part of an armed 
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group. No previous data collection effort has covered such a wide range of topics, 

which allows for the testing of a series of theories. 

 

Empirical results and discussion 

Our analytical strategy is composed of four moments: first, we identify all 

relevant available indicators in the Reference Database for each dimension in each of 

the five main theories. Second, we perform a preliminary bivariate analysis, to identify 

which ones are the most relevant to distinguish factions (this information will be 

provided in an Online Appendix). Third, we analyze the selected indicators to see 

whether they can be considered to be valid measures of a common latent variable. Here 

we rely on the use of principal components analysis as data reduction tool (Online 

Appendix). Fourth, we perform a regression analysis including all relevant variables to 

identify the most robust indicators of differentiation (see Table 2).11 As the dependent 

variable in the regression analysis, we will use one indicator: first group joined 

(0=AUC, 1= FARC, ELN). The last column in the regression table shows odds ratios. 

Ratios below 1 indicate a higher likelihood of being a counterinsurgent and odds ratios 

above 1 a higher likelihood of being an insurgent. 

At first glance, indicators from all five theories and demographics support our 

main hypothesis: Combatants from insurgencies and counterinsurgent groups report 

different demographics, grievances, response to incentives, community networks, 

desires, and experiences with coercion prior to joining their respective groups. Also, a 

large series of findings from earlier studies receive additional support in our analysis of 

differentiating factors. 

                                                                 

11 We present only the most demanding model including all variables since prior studies have already 

looked at partial specifications of these variables and our intention is to identify additional supporting 

evidence for earlier findings. 
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Table 2: MLE regression model for faction 

 Coefficient S.E. p-value 95% Confidence Interval Odds Ratio 

       

Demographics 

gender -0.729 0.313 0.020 -1.343 -0.116 0.482 

age -0.033 0.017 0.053 -0.067 0.0004 0.967 

age at recruitment -0.026 0.086 0.766 -0.195 0.143 0.975 

rural origin 0.218 0.238 0.359 -0.248 0.684 1.244 

 

Grievances 
material needs 0.402 0.115 0.000 0.176 0.627 1.494 

ideology 0.608 0.135 0.000 0.344 0.873 1.837 

food -0.126 0.247 0.611 -0.610 0.358 0.882 

economy -0.003 0.217 0.988 -0.428 0.422 0.997 

 

Selective incentives  

material incentives -0.785 0.130 0.000 -1.041 -0.529 0.456 

protection offer -0.071 0.379 0.852 -0.814 0.673 0.932 

 

Community networks 

group show 0.925 0.317 0.004 0.304 1.546 2.521 

guerrilla presence 1.698 0.364 0.000 0.985 2.411 5.462 

paramilitary presence -1.706 0.235 0.000 -2.166 -1.246 0.181 

family politics -0.239 0.107 0.026 -0.448 -0.029 0.788 

family contact 0.071 0.146 0.627 -0.216 0.358 1.074 

weapon 0.303 0.249 0.223 -0.185 0.791 1.354 

family reason 1.369 0.729 0.060 -0.060 2.799 3.933 

 

Private desires 

draft -0.799 0.240 0.001 -1.269 -0.329 0.449 

age weapons -0.055 0.023 0.016 -0.099 -0.010 0.947 

contact own -0.587 0.409 0.152 -1.390 0.215 0.556 

risk -0.037 0.269 0.890 -0.564 0.489 0.963 

 

Coercion 

coercion 0.257 0.111 0.021 0.039 0.474 1.293 

constant 2.417 0.773 0.002 0.902 3.9315  
 

With respect to networks, the indicators most suitable for explaining differences 

are those related to territorial presence, which display the largest coefficients of all 

indicators and high levels of significance (odds ratios: 0.18 for paramilitary presence 

and 5.46 for guerrilla presence). In descriptive terms, in the case of paramilitaries 84 

per cent said that paramilitaries were active in their area the year before joining the 

group (38 per cent said guerrilla groups were present in their region). In the case of 
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former guerrilla members 97 per cent said that guerilla groups were active (66 per cent 

stated that paramilitaries were in their area). Although territorial presence—as all 

indicators used for our analysis—is self-reported, it captures territorial presence in a 

more fine-grained and accurate manner than most standard indicators based on violent 

presence and reported on aggregate levels of analysis. Territorial presence as 

differentiating factor is thus a strong finding from this study. However, territorial 

presence does not necessarily determine the choices of would-be recruits. We believe 

that the difference is mostly generated in zones of dominance of each group where 

people have often no other choice than to collaborate with hegemonic actors and where 

they may gradually slip into their ranks (see Kalyvas 2006). In environments with a 

more equal presence of both actors, other factors might be decisive for their choice.
12

  

Two additional indicators related to community network theories show interesting 

tendencies. In the case of former guerrilla fighters, it is much more common that they 

were directly approached by the group (group show) and that they joined because some 

of their family members or close friends were already in the group (family reason—the 

coefficient is large but not significant). These results might relate to the fact that 

guerrilla groups tend to have a long-standing and close relationship to their 

communities, which allows for more direct contact than in the case of paramilitaries. 

These results are consistent with theories about peer pressure, primary group cohesion 

and direct contacts outlined in the literature review. 

Confirmatory findings on age at recruitment13, gender and coercion reveal 

significant distinctions between insurgent and counterinsurgent enlistment. On average, 

                                                                 
12 In the case of guerrilla fighters, about two thirds state that both groups were active in their area 
of residence before joining. In the case of paramilitaries, about one third stated that both groups 
were active in their area of residence. 
13 Age at recruitment is highly correlated with age of first use of weapons (Pearson’s correlation: 0.6). 

Models that use just one of the two show highly significant results for both with the same direction: the 

younger, the higher the likelihood of being an insurgent. 
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paramilitaries joined with 23 years of age (range: 7 to 54) and guerrilla fighters with 18 

(range: 5 to 54). In terms of gender, among the surveyed paramilitaries are 9 per cent 

women, among the guerrilla 25 per cent. It is not clear, however, if insurgent women 

tend to demobilize more often than men, potentially biasing the results, but the 

proportion coincides largely with earlier estimations. Coercion is another significant 

differentiating factor: 2 per cent of paramilitaries state that they were forced to join and 

7 per cent among the guerrilla. As mentioned earlier, the higher number of forced 

recruitment among insurgents might be related to the population of former guerrilla 

fighters from which the sample for this study was drawn—forcibly recruited insurgents 

might desert more often than otherwise motivated insurgents. This finding thus has to 

be taken with a grain of salt. Nonetheless, most ex-combatants who joined a non-state 

group—regardless of which one it was—before reaching 18 years of age do not see 

themselves as forcibly recruited even though current Colombian legislation stipulates 

that those who joined as minors are considered to have been so. Based on our findings, 

paramilitaries and guerrilla fighters in Colombia are demographically different and 

might also be different in terms of forcible recruitment. However, these differences 

might be related to different recruitment strategies and community dynamics in two 

different ways. First, the factions recruit from specific communities, which results in 

group compositions that mirror that of the community within which they are embedded. 

Second, guerrilla groups’ closer relationship to specific communities, and its careful 

knitting of collaboration networks there might open up more possibilities for women, 

children, and relatives’ integration into the faction, which would partially explain the 

younger age of recruitment among guerrilla fighters and the participation of more 

women. 
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Differences among guerrilla and paramilitary fighters can also be identified in the 

private desires theories. All of the indicators capturing such elements like lure of 

weapons, status-seeking and interest in a military life are associated rather with 

paramilitaries than insurgents expressed in odds ratios below 1, although only one is 

clearly significant
14

. Ex-paramilitaries were more often interested in joining the armed 

forces before they joined their group than former guerrilla fighters (paramilitaries 79 per 

cent, insurgents 58 per cent).15 However, the high percentage even for former guerrilla 

fighters suggests that military life was a widespread desire on both sides. We could 

deduce that it might have been more important for the surveyed ex-combatants to have 

any kind of military life than to choose on which side. Factors related to territorial 

presence and contacts might have turned the balance to one side, rather than a clear 

preference for either one of the military actors in conflict. 

Up to now, although important differences have been established, the mentioned 

indicators might be compatible with the assertion that combatants from antagonistic 

groups are actually the same people, but they happened to live in territories dominated 

by different actors which rely on different recruitment strategies. However, there is a 

series of other findings that contradicts this assertion and points to differences that are 

more deeply rooted in pre-enlistment conditions.  

The greed-related indicator of material incentives is much more often present 

among paramilitaries than among guerrilla fighters (odds ratio: 0.46), coinciding with 

the frequently expressed view of greedy paramilitaries. Paramilitaries have more often 

been lured by monetary offerings than guerrilla fighters. Grievance indicators on the 

other hand, are much more important for former guerrilla fighters. Not only were they 

more appealed by ideological reasons for joining (paramilitaries 2 per cent, insurgents 

                                                                 
14

 We do not discuss age of first use of weapons due to its high correlation with age at recruitment. 
15 Among paramilitaries, 34 per cent became actual members of the armed forces before joining the non-

state armed group, among insurgents 7 per cent. 
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14 per cent; odds ratio: 1.84—an indicator that might be affected by narrative 

reconstruction), but also were they living in much poorer conditions of material needs 

(odds ratio: 1.46), indicating a socio-economic position in society that grievance-

theorists associate with a higher likelihood for rebellion. Given that two very distinct 

indicators of grievances are significant differentiating factors increases the validity of 

this finding. Hence, we argue that guerrilla fighters were indeed more grievance-driven 

and less greedy than paramilitaries before they joined their group. According to these 

results, a person who actually joined the paramilitaries would have less likely been 

attracted by the guerrilla recruitment strategy and vice versa. 

Other indicators capturing education, rural background, security dilemmas, and 

the willingness to take risk, do not display significant differences between members of 

armed groups. However, this does not necessarily mean that these factors are 

unimportant since in the context of other studies, they have proven to be of some 

explanatory value. More broadly speaking, in an effort to integrate and validate findings 

of earlier studies, this article is confirmation-oriented. From this point of view, non-

significant results are less relevant for the discussion. 

 

Conclusions 

Combatants from insurgent and counterinsurgent groups in Colombia display 

important differences independent from their socialization processes within their groups 

or the reintegration processes after their demobilization. Some of these differences are 

associated with community conditions and recruitment strategies of each of the armed 

group. We argue that non-state armed groups are located in specific areas and come to 

dominate certain regions because of a configuration of predominant underlying socio-

economic and political conditions that can be strategically exploited by these groups. 
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However, we were not able to assess this hypothesis in the present study. Rather, we 

were interested in finding out if combatants from insurgent and counterinsurgent groups 

are systematically different at the individual level with respect to pre-enlistment 

motivational traits—and indeed they are. 

The clearest differences are related to material incentives and grievances which 

make would-be recruits more receptive for one or another group. Furthermore, we argue 

that these characteristics, measured through a series of more or less reliable indicators 

about the past (more reliable: monetary offerings, material needs; less reliable: 

ideological affinity), were present since before they joined the respective armed groups. 

They are not simply the result of socialization processes within the group or nostalgic 

memories after demobilization, both of which might affect retrospective survey data. As 

important as outlining differences, we identified similarities that prove to be just as 

relevant. Particularly, the allure for a military life is important for a large share of both 

would-be guerrillas and paramilitaries. This is a powerful factor to explain why a person 

joins any armed group when faced with favorable conditions to do so (e.g. territorial 

presence of armed actors, unemployment etc.). 

Pulling our findings together, we propose a configurational logic to make sense of 

the different explanatory factors. While territorial presence of armed actors confronts 

people with a potential question of whether to join or not to join an armed group, 

military allure might push the balance towards joining. However, these factors do not 

account for their decision to join either one of the sides. In a context in which insurgents 

and counterinsurgents are present in one and the same area, potential recruits may base 

their decision of whether to join a guerrilla or paramilitary group on personally held 

greed and grievances that are embodied more clearly by one or the other side. This 

understanding implies that any public policy for recruitment prevention should address 
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not only material conditions, but also psychological and cultural traits that could trigger 

individual decisions. 

However, we are aware that the presented results are not the last word on 

differentiating factors for insurgents and counterinsurgents in Colombia and naturally, 

similar constellations of non-state actors in other contexts might display other 

motivational differences. Also, even integrating earlier findings using different 

methodological and theoretical approaches, data generation problems persist and affect 

the reliability of our inferences. For the case of self-reported retrospective data as used 

in this study, critical reflection about the reliability of each indicator is one way to 

increase the transparency of the findings. 

For future research on war motivations, self-reported data might still provide 

suitable indicators. However, more refined sampling strategies and the construction of 

matched samples of joiners and non-joiners might be particularly useful (see 

Humphreys and Weinstein 2008). Also, the analysis of competitive conflict 

environments where would-be recruits interested in a military life can really choose 

between two or more non-state actors might be revealing for the understanding of war 

motivations. A rather qualitative process or pathway-oriented approach (see Bosi 2012; 

Jonsson Forthcoming) may be promising to identify the exact role of family members in 

the recruitment phase, an element that is particularly relevant in traditional societies 

where strong ties to family members and distrust towards strangers are frequent. 

As stated earlier, narrative reconstruction is a key element for the understanding 

of self-reported data. An alternative way to make use of data that was clearly affected 

by such a process, is to look at it from today’s perspective of reintegrating ex-

combatants. What does it mean for reconciliation when insurgents say they joined for 

ideological reasons? What does it mean when former child soldiers do not see their own 
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recruitment as forcible? Denying their accounts of the past during the post-conflict 

scenario will not make them go away (see Nussio 2012). Anticipating consequential 

behavioral manifestations may prevent peacebuilding policies from failure. 
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Appendix: Dimensions and indicators 

Dimensions16  Reference Database indicators17 

 

1.1 Material needs 204 reason to drop: Why did you quit school (1 = displacement, could not pay for 

school, family needed help, 0 = no choice); 

304a poverty: Main reason for entry (1 = poor, 0 = other choice); 

305 food: What was offered by the group (1 = food; 0 = other choice); 

306 economy: Economy before enrollment (0=worse, similar; 1= other choice); 

507 walls: Housing wall material before recruitment (1 = unplastered bahareque, 

rough wood, bamboo, zinc, without walls; 0 = other choice); 

508 floor: flooring material (1 = rough wood, cement, earth; 0 = other choice); 

509 electricity: house had electricity? (yes = 0, no = 1); 

511 water: housing had aqueduct? (yes = 0, no = 1); 

512 sewage: housing had sewer? (yes = 0, no = 1); 

513 waste: housing had with garbage collection? (yes = 0, no = 1); 

1.2 Ideological affinity 304b ideology reason: Main reason for entry (1 = ideology; 0 = other choice); 

305b colombia What was offered by the group (1 = improve Colombia; 0 = other 

choice) 

2.1 Material incentives 204b money: Reason I stopped studying (1 = needed to earn money; 0 = other 

choice); 

304c income: Main reason for entry (1 = salary, job, 0 = other choice); 

305c money offer: What was offered by the group (1 = money, payments, labor, 

land, 0 = other choice) 

 

2.2 Security dilemma 304d protection: Main reason for entry (1 = protection, escape domestic violence; 

0 = other choice); 

305d protection offer: What was offered by the group (1 = security, 0 = other 

choice); 

307 security feel: With respect to his life as a civilian, when you joined the first 

group you felt: (1 = more secure; 0 = less secure, no difference) 

3.1 Community 

support 

No relevant indicator found 

 

3.2 Territorial 

dominance 

301a group attack: How did you contact the armed group? (1 = group attacked 

the town, 0 = other choice); 

301b group show: How did you contact the armed group? (1 = fighters showed 

up, 0 = other choice); 

515a guerrilla presence: Was there presence of Farc/Eln in your living area 

before you joined? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

515b paramilitary presence: Was there presence of paramilitaries in your living 

area before you joined? (1 = yes, 0 = no) 

 

3.3 Family influence 201a family politics father: Did your father usually vote? (1 = yes, 0 = no); 

201b family politics mother: Did your mother usually vote? (1 = yes, 0 = no); 

210 weapon: Person who taught you to use firearms (1 = relative, friend, 0 = 

other choice); 

301 family recruitment: How did you contact the group? (1 = friends and family 

joined who before, 0 = other choice); 

302 family entry: Who did introduce you to the armed group? (1 = relative, 

friend, 0 = other choice); 

304e family reason: Main reason for entry (1 = friends and family; 

                                                                 

16 The dimensions and their numbers correspond to the synthesized hypotheses specified above. 
17 Original Reference Database indicators were recoded as shown, for a total of 1485 original 

observations. In each recoding, only response observations are contrasted as zero or 1, dropping out non-

responses. In no case, drop-out rate rises above 4%, except for reason to drop and reason to drop2 (7%). 

In the case of partner, only 594 participants provided an answer. In the case of guerrilla presence and 

paramilitary presence, we only contrast observations where respondents chose options FARC, ELN, or 

AUC. 
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love/friendship, 0 = other choice); 

518 partner: Was your partner member or collaborator with the armed group? (1 

= yes, 0 = no) 

 

4.1 Revenge 304f vengeance: Main reason for entry (1 = revenge, 0 = other choice); 

305e vengeance offer; What was offered by the group (1 = revenge, 0 = other 

choice) 

 

4.2 Military allure 208 draft: Did you want to serve in the military?; (yes = 0, no = 1); 

209 age weapons: Age when first used firearms; 

301d contact own: How did you contact the armed group? (1 = sought them 

yourself, were founding member, 0 = other choice); 

302b contact none: Who did introduce you to the armed group? (1 = none, 0 = 

other choice); 

304g risk: Main reason for entry (1 = power, adventure, like weapons, army 

rejected, 0 = other choice; 

305f access: What was offered by the group (1 = mating females/males, status, 

reputation, 0 = no choice) 

 

5.1 Coercion 301e forced contact: How did you contact the armed group? (1 = by force; 0 = no 

choice); 

304h force: Main reason for entry (1 = by force; 0 = other choice) 

 

6. Demographics 102 age: age in years; p520antes: age of recruitment; 103 rural: type of birthplace 

(0=urban, 1=rural); 101 gender: (0=female, 1=male). 

 


